There has been considerable interest recently in the convergence properties of point vortex methods. In this paper, we define a vortex method using vortex multipoles and obtain error estimates for it. In the case of a nonuniform mesh, the rate of convergence of the dipolar algorithm is shown to be of higher order of accuracy than obtained with the simple vortex methods.
Introduction.
Although vortex methods have been used for many years for approximation of the partial differential equations of incompressible inviscid fluid dynamics, [12] , [13] , [15] , a precise mathematical analysis was not available until very recently. In fact, the first complete analysis of a two-dimensional vortex method was given by Hald [10] in 1979. Since then, many papers have appeared giving error estimates for two-dimensional and three-dimensional vortex methods, including [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] and [18] . These analyses mostly assume a uniform mesh for the initial vorticity discretization. As a result of the mesh uniformity, the resulting error estimates are of unexpectedly high order of accuracy, being limited essentially by the regularity of the initial vorticity distribution. In more realisitic situations, it is improbable that uniform meshes can be used, e.g., if there are irregular bodies in the flow. In this case, the accuracy of the standard vortex methods will drop to first or second order, regardless of the initial regularity. In order to deal with nonuniform meshes, [17] defines some new vortex schemes for the two-dimensional incompressible Euler equations. In this paper we shall give a complete error estimate for one of them. This method yields higher order of accuracy even on nonuniform meshes. This is achieved by using not only the usual 6 function point vortices, but also derivatives of such distributions.
In the next section we will define the algorithm and give explicit formulas for its implementation. Then, a rigorous error estimate will be provided following the Sobolev space technique of [5] and [18] .
2. The Construction of a Higher-Order Vortex Method. 2-D Euler Equations. Let u(x, t) = (ui(x,t),u2(x,t)), x E R2 and t E [0,oo), be the velocity field and w = curlu = diu2 -d2ui be the vorticity. Assume that the exterior forces acting on the fluid are potential. Then the Euler equations are: {wt + (u ■ V)w = Dw/Dt = 0, w(x, 0) = u>o(x), x E R2, divu = 0, u -> 0 as |x| -► oo.
Here, by definition, D/Dt := dt + (u ■ V) and is the usual material derivative. Concerning the existence and the uniqueness of solutions to the equation (2.1), see [14] , [16] , [19] . Smooth solutions are known to exist for all time in the twodimensional case with smooth initial data. In this paper we assume that the initial vorticity w0(x) of (2.1) is smooth so that there exists a smooth solution of (2.1) on some space-time interval R2 x [0, T].
Let X(x,t) be the path followed by a fluid particle which is at the position x when t = 0. Then the map x -* X(x, t) satisfies the system of ordinary differential equations (2.2) dJ^A=u{X[x,t),t), X(x,0)=x.
Then, (2.1) with the initial vorticity w(x, 0) = wq(x) satisfies w(X(x,t),t) = wo(x). In this paper we only consider those flows with smooth vorticity wo(x) which have compact support. Under this assumption, there exists a bounded set fi such that suppu)(-,i) C fi, Vi 6 [0,T].
Vortex Methods. Vortex methods are based upon the tracking of finite numbers of fluid particles and evaluating velocities by discretizing certain singular integrals. The basic idea of vortex methods is to approximate the initial vorticity by a linear combination of Dirac delta functions. For example, approximate Wo by Wq = ¿~2j£j otjô(x -Xj) where ctj E R.
By following those particles whose positions at t = 0 are {xj}j€j, using (2.2) with x = Xj, we get wh(x,t) = Y^jeJai^(x ~ X(xj,t)).
To compute u, one uses the fact that div u = 0 to introduce a stream function from which the velocity may be expressed as a singular integral. The singular kernel is then smoothed by a cutoff function, and quadrature rules are then needed to evaluate the integral. In order to get arbitrarily high order of accuracy by the above method, a uniform mesh has to be assumed. It can be obtained, for example, by subdividing the plane into squares of side h and letting {xj}j<=j be the corner points of the squares [18] . We will now introduce our algorithm and some related theorems. This algorithm allows us to deal with nonuniform meshes and still obtain high-order accuracy.
A Higher-Order Vortex Method. Recall that if the initial vorticity function is smooth, then the classical solution of (2.1) is given by w(X(x,t),t) = Wo(x). Now, let (p(-) E 3>(R2) where 3S(R2) = {>(•) 6 C°°(R2) \ (p(-) has compact support};
S'(R2) is the dual space of ^(R2) and (■, •) denotes the duality pairing. Then, (w(-,t),(P(-))= [ w(x,t)<P(x)dx= j wo(x)<P(X(x,t))dx=(wo(-),4>(X(-,t))), JR2 ÍR2 because the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of x -> X is 1 since div u = 0. Thus, we define a weak solution of the Euler equation as follows: Definition 2.1. Assume that a unique solution of (2.2) exists. For w(-,t) E 2'(R2) and w0(-) E 3>'(R2), if (w(-,t),4>(-)) = {wo(-U(X{;t))) V0(.) e^(R2), then, w(-, t) is said to be the weak vorticity of the Euler equation (2.1).
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that X(x0,t) exists. Ifwo(x) = a6(x-xo) + b6x¡(x-xo)+c6X2(x-xo), where a,b ande are constants, then the weak vorticity as defined above is (2.3) w(x, t) = a6(x-X(x0, t)) + b(t)6Xi (x -X(x0, t)) + c(t)6X2 (x -X(xQ, t)), where 6Xl and 6X2 are derivatives of the Dirac Delta function 6 and Q-"<-<> M(x0,t) = dXj dxj is the Jacobian matrix of x Remark. Note that
v3 / \ dXk using the summation convention. So, M(xo,t) satisfies the following system of ordinary differential equations:
where M = M(xq, t) and u = u(X(xo, t), t).
Proof. For all <p E 3{R2) we have (wo(-), <p(X(; t))) = a<P(X(x0, t)) -bd<P(X(x0, t))/dxi -cd<P(X(x0, t))/dx2
= (w(-,t),cP(-)).
Using Definition 2.1, w(-,t) is the weak vorticity. D Now we will define our vortex method by specifying a, b and c over an initial vortex distribution. This can be done in many ways [17] . The method used below is based on direct numerical integration.
The Vorticity Field.
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Take an arbitrarily spaced rectangular mesh on R2. Let supp w0 C fio which is bounded. To each rectangle formed by adjacent coordinate lines, assign an index j and denote it by Bj. Denote the lengths of the edges of Bj by hji and hd2. Let {xjk}k=it4 be the four corners of Bj. To each corner of Bj n fio ^ 0, assign a global index i, as shown in Figure 1 .
Interpreting the initial vorticity wo as a distribution, we shall approximate u>o by another distribution Wq of the form
Then, based on Theorem 2.1, we expect that w(-,t) can be approximated by This suggests that approximating wq by Wq corresponds to approximating the integral
by some numerical integration rule, where {ajk,bijk,b2]k}j€jtk=i^ define this rule. For our algorithm, the following quadrature rule is used [17] . For a 2-dimensional rectangle B with corners {.P¿}¿=i,4, sides hi and h2, as shown in Figure 2 , and fzcHB), Suppose that the mesh is as shown in Figure 3 . The points with closed circles are the nodal points of the mesh. Then Bj is some rectangle with nodal points as its four corners while S¿ is a rectangle which contains the nodal point Xi and is bounded by dotted lines. Note that dotted lines equally divide sides of every Bj. Bji,Bj2,Bj3
and Bj4, as shown in Figure 4 , are four adjacent rectangles. Let 5, be the rectangle shown and |5¿| be its area. Since z¿ is a common corner of Bji,Bj2, B}3 and Bj4, by the quadrature rule (*), we have the following: Proof. See [16] . D It follows from Lemma 2.1 that u(-,t) = K * w(-,t) in problem (2.1). After computing the approximate vorticity field wh, we need to find the corresponding velocity field. It would seem natural to set uh(-,t) = K * wh(-,t), but since the kernel K is a singular function, its convolution with delta functions is not defined in general. To avoid this problem, the now standard remedy is to regularize K as follows.
Let f(x): R2 -► R satisfy /R2 f(x)dx = 1 and let fE{x) = (l/e2)f(x/e).
f and fE are referred to as "cutoff" functions. If K£ = K * f£, then Lemma 2.1 implies that K£ E B^R2)2 provided / € W1'00^2) n Whl(R2).
Then, u(-,t) will be approximated by u£ = wh * K£, so that
Here, KeXl = dKe/dxi, KeX2 = dKe/dx2 and {X(i¿,í)}¿e/ are exact particle positions at t. But we can compute only approximate positions {Xh(xi,t)}ie¡ and corresponding approximate Jacobian matrices {Mh(xt,t)}ier-Therefore, only approximate coefficients {^u(t),¿/2i(t)}l€¡ can be obtained. So, the actual velocity field we compute is
Here we use 1¿ to denote the numerical velocity field.
In summary, the 2-D algorithm is as follows:
(see the remark after Theorem 2.1), where í¿eh is the numerical velocity field given by (2.5), Xh(x,t) is the computed particle position at t with its initial position at x, and Mh(x, t) = (dX^/dxj) is the Jacobian matrix of the mapping x -» Xh(x, t). Moreover, O -**0 and {ci,dii,d2i}iei are given by (2.4).
3. Error Estimates. In this section we will give a complete error estimate for the algorithm constructed in the last section. The analysis given here consists of two parts, one for estimating the consistency error and the other for stability error. The first part is based upon Sobolev space theory. The second part depends on analysis of the velocity kernel and the behavior of the cutoff function.
Notations and Definitions. The norms used for the analysis are discrete Lpnorms.
Definition 3.
Let x -» X(x,t) be the trajectory mapping and x -► Xh(x,t) be the computed trajectory mapping. For F(X(-,t),Xh(-,t),t)
Let e(X(-,t),Xh(-,t),t) = X(-,t) -Xh(-,t), and E(X(-,t),Xh(-,t),t) = M(-,t) -
For the error estimate, we define wh(x) and u>h(x) as
Then Table 1 contains all quantities we will use for the error estimate.
_TABLE 1_ Trajectory
Vorticity Velocity
Exact Solution
Computed Solution x^Xh(x,t) wh(x,t) %f£h = K£*wh
Intermediate .
Quantity » f1-'' Ur = Kr * W u* = Ke* wh
For any j E I, by using the system of ordinary differential equations for the particle trajectories, we have
where the first bracketed expression is called the consistency error, and the second the stability error.
The Consistency Error. Let I(-,t) = u(-, t) -u£(-,t) = K * w -K£ * w and II(-,t) = u£(-, t) -uh£(-, t) = K£*w-K£* wh.
Then, the consistency error is I + II. For I, we have the following result. In order to analyze II(-, t), we need to discuss a few auxiliary results. First of all, consider some properties of the regularized kernel K£. These properties are also very useful for the stability error estimate. We begin by recalling a classical result. Proof. Let B£ = {x E Rn | |x| < e}. Then,
As we defined in the last section, the initial coefficients of 6 functions in the approximated vorticity field are chosen according to a quadrature rule. Now we want to find a bound for the error which results from the numerical integration. We first state a classical result due to Bramble and Hubert [9, Theorem 4.1.3]. Let A; be a nonnegative integer, denote by Pk the space of all polynomials of degree < k in the n variables xi,..., x". Ke(x -X(y, t))w0(y)dy -Q2[B3,Ke(x -X(;t))w0(-)} < C2h4 E \Ke{x -X(-, t))wo(-)U,i,Bj (by Lemma 3.6) jeJ < C2h4 E f \d«K£(x-X(y,t))dßWo(y)\dy.
\a\ + \ß\=4
Using the smoothness of u, we have \dyXi(y, t)\ <C3 for i = 1,2, y e fi, 0 < |o| < 4. Now using the chain rule, \ll(x,t)\<C4h4 Yl [ \daxK£(x-X(y,t))d0ywo(y)\dy <C5h4 J2 i \daxK£(x-X(y,t))\dy
If x € fi and X e fi, since fi is bounded there exists a compact set CcR2. such that i-Ieî.
By Lemma 3.4, there is a constant Ce = Co(<¿) such that \\daK£(x -.)||z,i(n) < \\daK£(-)\\LiW < C6/e3 for all x e fi and |o| < 4, and so,
This implies that \\daxK£(x -X(-,t))d0ywo(-)\\Li{Q) <Cio\\K£(x-X(;t))\\LHÜ) <Cn(€).
For \a\ > 1 and \ß\ < 3, using Holder's inequality, we obtain \\dxK£(x-X(;t))dßWo(-)\\LHn)
<\\dxK£(x-X(;t))\\Lpl{Q)\\dßWo(-)\\Lql{Q)
(1/p' + l/q' = 1 and 1< p' < oo)
<Ci2\\dxK£(x-X(-,t))\\Lpl(Q)<Ci2\\dxK£(-)\\Lpl{R2).
Using Lemma 3.2,
Hence, |II(x,i)| = \ue(x,t)-u\(x,t)\ < Ci3h4/e3+s for all x E fi, where s = 2/q' > 0. Then (b) follows. D The Stability Error. By definition, this is uh£(X,t) -%£h(Xh,t) = \uh£(X,t) -%h(X,t)} + W£h(X,t) -Weh(Xh,t)),
where X = X(x, t) and Xh = Xh(x, t) for x E fi. We call the expression in the first bracket Part I, the other Part II. Part I. By Table 1 , uh£ (X,t)-%£h (X,t) = K£* wh (X,t)-K£* wh (X, t) = 53 [aKe(X -X(Xi,t)) -du(t)Kexi (X -X(Xi,t))
= Vn(X,t) + Vi2(X,t) + Vi3(X,t) +V2i(X,t) + V22(X,t). Similarly,
ViZ(X, t) = -53 d2l(t)[K£X2(X -X(xui)) -K£X2(X -Xh(x%, t))} iei
= J2\Si\{M2i(xl,t)Hii/e + M22(xl,t)Hi2/£}w0(xl)
Define (3.5) Vi(X, t) = 53 |St|Q,{^ * 9e(X -X(Xi, t))-K* g£(X -Xh(xu t))), iei where {a¿}tG/ is a family of real numbers, g(-) is a cutoff function which can be /(•) or the partial derivatives of /(•), and g£(x) = g(x/e)/e2. LEMMA 3.7. Assume the conditions:
(1) g(-) E Wl'°°(R2) and there are two constants Ci > 0 and 7 > 2 such that \dag(x)\ < Ci(l + |x|)-^ Vx 6 R2, \a\ = 0,1.
(2) There is a constant C2 > 0 such that h/e < C2.
There is a constant C3 > 0, C3 = C3(wq,T), such that |a¿| < C3 for all i El. Remark. Although Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 in [18] are proved for uniform meshes, the generalization to the nonuniform case is straightforward. Several similar direct extensions are used below without comment. D
In order to find a bound for the discrete norm of Vi, we need the following standard result in finite element theory. (2) There is a constant C2> 0 such that h/e < C2.
Then, for 2 < p < 00, there exists a constant C = C(p,T,Wo) such that HUnWIkp + ||Ui2(i)IU,P + HVisWIkp < C(l + ||e(í)IU,oc/e)2/9||e(í)IU,p, where l/p+ l/q = 1. (1) and (2) 
Xh(xut) -X{xj,t) = [X(xt,t) -X(x3,t)] + [Xh(Xl,t) -X(xi,t)],
and letting y¿ = Xh(xi,t) -X(x%,t), we have |y¿| < ||e(í)||h)00. Substitute ß for g in Lemma 3.9; then, for t E [0,T£], we have Yd\dßK*g£(X(x3,t)-Xh(xl,t))\h2 iei = 53 \dßK * ß£(Xh(Xl, t) -X(x" t))\h2 < B2(ß, e), jei \V2(X(x3,t),t)\ = 53 \Si\ai{dßK * ge{X{xj,t) -Xh(Xl,t))} iei < C3 53 \at\\dßK * ge{X{Xj, t) -Xh{xi,t))\i,p+1/qh2/t,+2/q iei <C3r£\dßK*g£(X(x],t)-Xh(xl,t))\h2\ ■ \ 53 \ai\p\dßK * g£(X(xj,t) -Xh(xt,t))\h2 t (Holder Inequality)
.iei <C3(Bi(ß,e))^" \^2\at\p\dßK * g£(X(x3,t) -Xh(xt,t))\h2 l/p
.%ei From this, we obtain \V2(X(x3,t),t)\p < (C3)p(Bi(ß,e))p^ I 53 \at\p\dßK * g£(X(x}, t) -Xh(xut))\h2 
There is a constant Ci > 0 such that |x|2|aa/(x)| < d for ail x E R2, |a| = 1.
(2) There is a constant C2 such that h < C2e2. Then there exists a constant C = C(fi,p, wo) such that ||U2i(í)|U,P + ||U22(í)|kP < Ce\\E{t)\\h,p Vi 6 [0,T£], Proof By definition,
By Lemma 3.10 with ß = 0 and g = fx¡£, there is a constant C3 = C3(fi,p) such that \\V2i(t)\\h,p < (Cs/e) j531(^(0 -</u(t)]/\SA\ph2\ .
According to the construction of the method in Section 2,
Hence, ||U21(i)|U,P < (C4Ä/e)||£(f)lkP < (C4C2e)||£(0lkp (condition (2)), and in a similar way, ||U22(i)lkP < (C5C2e)\\E(t)\\hiP. n Part II. Consider the difference %h(X, t) -í¿£h(Xh, t) = K£ * a>h(X, t) -K£ * u>h(Xh, t)
where we call the expression in the first pair of braces Wu (X, Xh, t) and the other two W2i(X,Xh,t) and W22(X,Xh,t). Now we define (3.10) W(X,Xh,t) = 53 \Si\oi[K * g£(X -Xh(xz,t)) -K * g£(Xh -Xh(xut))], te/ where {at}ier, g and ge are as before. For {a,}¿er, we have the following lemma, where the region fi and Sf are as shown in Figure 5 . J/ is a compact set which contains fi and is bounded by mesh lines, and x¿,Xfc are adjacent mesh points in sé.
LEMMA 3.12. Consider the family of numbers {ai | i E I, ai = 0 if x¿ ^ fi}.
Assume the conditions:
(1) There exists a constant Ci such that maxjej(hji, hj2)/mmjeJ(hji,hj2) < Ci and h < 1.
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for all i E I .
(3) For any adjacent x¿ and xk with i,k E I, |a¿ -ak\ = ßik\xi -xk\, there exists a constant C3 which is independent of h such that \ß%k\ < C3.
Then there exists a function wq(-) E B(sé) H W0l'p(sf) (sé is the interior of sé), 1 < p < oo, such that ¿¿>o(xi) = ai for all i e I, and \\wo(-)\\ « is independent of l,p,Stf h.
Proof. For any j e J, take a local Cartesian coordinate system with the origin at Xji (see Figure 6 ). Let Pj(Çi, Ç2) = Aj + BjÇi + CjC2 + DjÇiÇ2, which satisfies PJ-(0,0) = oil) P,(h3i,0) = aj2, Pj(hji,hj2) = aj3, Pj(0, hj2) = a]4.
Then, Figure 6 For the global coordinate system on Bj, (xi,x2) = (xju + Ci, Xji2 + ç2), where (xjn,Xji2) is the coordinate for the point Xji, 0 < ck < h]k, k = 1,2. On Bj, define /ij(xi,x2) = /ij(xjh + Çi,xjl2 + ç2) = Pj(ci,ç2). Let ^o(-) be a function defined on sé in the following way:
oWIb_, = /ij(xi,x2) = Pj(Çi,Ç2) for all j e J. Meanwhile,
and so, \d/*j/dXl\ < \ßhjl\ + \ßj3]2\Ci + \ßjlU\d < C3(l + 2d). Similarly, \d/ij/dx2\ <C3(l + 2Ci), and
(3.11) and (3.12) imply that &Q E W01'°°(sé). Since sé is bounded, ^0 € W^°°(sé) implies that ¿¿>o E WQ1'v(sé) for 1 < p < oo and ||^0|| ° depends on Ci,C2,C3
and Sé. D (1) g(-) EW2'1(R2) r\W2^(R2) and satisfies \dag(x)\ < Ci(l+ |x|)-4 for all xER2 and \a\ = 2.
(2) h/e<C2. (3) {ai}iei satisfies (1), (2) and (3) in Lemma 3.11.
Then there exists a constant C which is independent of h and s such that 53o:l|5t|^^(x-X'1(xt,i)) Proof. This result is the content of Theorems 3.1-3.6. D
Since the error bound for d{e(X, Xh,t)}/dt involves the term e||i?(i)||^iP, we now need to analyze d{eE(X,Xh,t)}/dt: jfE(X, Xh,t) = jte{M(x, t) -Mh(x, t)).
According to the systems of ordinary differential equations for M and Mh, £j.{M(x,t) -Mh(x,t)} = e{Vu(X,t)M(x,t) -V%h(Xh,t)Mh(x,t)} = e{(Vu(X, t) -V%h(Xh,t))M(x, t) + VW£h(Xh,t)(M(x, t) -Mh(x, t))} = e {(Vu(X, t) -V^£h(Xh, t))M(x, t)
+Vu(X, t)(M(x, t) -Mh(x,t))}. where fXk£(x) = fXk(x/e)/e2. By substituting fXk£(-) for f£(-) in Theorem 3.7, we obtain the following result. (1) Conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.8 with k > 2. 
